Origin of the tailing signal on the low-energy side of the main beam in mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectra.
The tailing signal on the low-energy side of the precursor ion signal observed during fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometric (MIKES) analyses is due largely to ions of higher m/z value than the chosen precursor. The majority of these ions are independent, unfragmented species that emerge from the ion source with less than the full amount of kinetic energy predicted by the source potential. The tailing precursor ion signal observed under helium collision-activated decomposition conditions is too short to account for the protracted MIKES tail (as judged from mass-to-charge ratio-deconvoluted MIKES analyses performed on a BEqQ hybrid instrument), and a tailing precursor signal is not observed under unimolecular decomposition conditions. Measurements of the mass-to-charge ratios of the ionic species comprising the MIKES tail demonstrated that ions higher in mass-to-charge ratio than the chosen precursor are present throughout the tail, with the mass-to-charge ratio increasing as kinetic energy decreases. These ions possess the same momentum as the chosen precursor, and thus were formed prior to the magnetic field. The existence of intact, source-formed [M + H](+) ions with reduced kinetic energy was demonstrated through several types of tandem mass spectrometric experiments. These [M + H](+) ions with reduced kinetic energy do not appear to have undergone collisional deceleration, because they do not possess increased internal energy (as judged by observation of their fragmentation patterns). The kinetic energy profiles of unfragmented FAB-desorbed ions were determined and found to exhibit a tailing character similar in appearance to that of the MIKES tail. The population of ions emerging from the source under FAB conditions thus incorporates the characteristics necessary to account for the MIKES tail, namely, the presence of ions of a mass-to-charge ratio higher than the chosen precursor (due to matrix and other background ions), which possess reduced kinetic energy such that their momentum is identical to that of the selected precursor. These ions may arise via desolvation and declustering processes in the acceleration region of the ion source, or via FAB or chemical ionization processes in regions removed from the FAB target.